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“the human race is about to enter a 
totally data mined existence, and 
it's going to be really fun to watch… 

the world in 30 years is going to be 
unrecognisably data mined.”
Jose Ferreira, CEO of Knewton, 2012



“education happens to be today, 
the world's most data mineable 
industry– by far.”

Jose Ferreira, CEO of Knewton, 2012





Who run the world?





Changing the landscape of education infrastructure



Forthcoming publication: Disruptive play or Platform Colonialism? the contradictory 
dynamics of Google Expeditions and educational virtual reality 
Dr Zoetanya Sujon 

Changing the language of education





datafication



mechanisation



dehumanisation





Case study: Profiling and Prediction of Performance

Predictive risk scores are acted on in school.



Behavioural apps: Advertising and premier products



Cameras in the classroom and beyond





Biometrics: who do you think you are?





Council system based on an IBM product. How can a child understand that their school records may be contributing to these 
predictive risk scores and acted on, *out of school*, and what happens if they are wrong?

Manchester Research & Intelligence Database to identify ‘Troubled Families’

Austerity challenges: a troubling case study?







Ethics in the use of children’s data 
is a question of the big picture. 



Today we have data protection 
impact assessments, but not 
Digital Impact Assessments.



Emerging harms and questions of ethics in education data



UNCRC rights and freedoms
Participation

Right to be heard (Article 12)

Best interests of the child (Article 3)

Freedom of expression (Article 13)

Freedom of thought (Article 14)

Association and assembly (Article 15)

Access to information (Article 17)

Right to cultural life (Article 31)


Provision

To development of their full potential (Article 28)

For responsible life in a free society

Right to education (Article 29)

Cultural and social benefit (Article 17)


Protection

From discrimination (Article 2)

Neglect and abuse (Article 19)

Exploitation  and harms to welfare (Article 36)

Injurious material (Article 17e)


Privacy
No child shall be subjected to arbitrary or unlawful interference with his or her privacy, family, or 
correspondence, nor to unlawful attacks on his or her honour and reputation. The child has the right to the 
protection of the law against such interference or attacks. (Article 16)





We need to build a rights’ 
respecting environment in 
education, for ethical use of 
children’s data.




